ECPE GRAMMAR QUIZ

1. The coach leaves __________, so please try not to be late!
a) sharp at ten o’clock the hotel
b) at ten o’clock sharp the hotel
c) the hotel at ten o’clock sharp
d) at ten o’ clock the hotel sharp

2. Jessica moved into her friend’s apartment temporarily _____ where she would go
next.
a) except had no idea about
b) but without any idea of
c) until having the idea
d) not having as an idea

3. __________ a number of times, but it was as if he refused to understand!
a) I explained him the problem
b) I explained the problem
c) The problem having explained to him
d) The problem I explained to him
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4. The city council will continue to organize the annual jazz concert, _____ there is not
enough money to pay for it.
a) unless
b) despite
c) then
d) however

5. Researchers are studying immune cells _____ protect against infection.
a) their function can
b) whose function it is to
c) who’s function to
d) whose function is to

6. I have carefully examined the customer’s complaint, but _____ I should go forward.
a) it's altogether not clear to
b) it's not altogether clear how
c) altogether isn't it clear if
d) altogether it's clear not only

7. The Olympics _____ for athletes from all over the world to compete with each other.
a) make it possible
b) possibly make
c) make possible
d) make it possibly
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8. Now that he has started law school, Eric _____ give up his volunteer work.
a) has had to
b) has had
c) has been
d) will have had

9. The project team says that they’ll finish the report today. _____, they’ll be able to
deliver it to the client tomorrow.
a) In the case of this
b) If it’s the case
c) If that’s the case
d) For that case

10. _____ the university to raise tuition fees, many students might decide to transfer
somewhere else.
a) Whether
b) Was
c) If
d) Were
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Answer Key
1. c
2. b
3. b
4. a
5. d
6. b
7. a
8. a
9. c
10. d
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